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(57) Abstract 

A method for on-line displaying and updating a dynamic menu included in a page requested by a viewing device from a server. 
The dynamic menu has at least one item. The viewing device has a display screen and a menu function key for displaying a default menu 
when the viewing device is off-line. The method includes the following steps: (a) sending the page to the viewing device as a hypertext 
language code, the hypertext language code including a menu tag which specifies the dynamic menu; (b) receiving the page at the viewing 
device; (c) parsing the hypertext language code to identify the menu tag; (d) displaying the page on the display screen; (e) displaying the 
dynamic menu on the display screen when the menu function key is activated; and (f) performing a dynamic action when one item of the 
dynamic menu is selected by an action of a user of the viewing device. 
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ON-LINE MENU UPDATING FOR AN ELECTRONIC BOOK 

BACKGROUND OF THF INVENTION 

1. Fi«»1d of the Invention 

The present invention relates generally to a distribution system 

of digital contents, i.e., digitally encoded published materials. More 

particularly, the invention relates to a method for on-line controlling 

and updating a dynamic menu sent from a virtual bookstore to an 

electronic book. 

2. Description of Related Art 

Advances in computer and communication technology have 

provided to the consumers a convenient and economical means to 

access information in a variety of media. One particular area of 

information access is the electronic books. An electronic book is a 

viewing device that receives printed materials in the form of digital 

data downloaded from an information network. A user of an 

electronic book can read downloaded contents of books and printed 

materials subscribed from a participating bookstore at his or her own 

convenience without the need to purchase the printed copies of the 

books. 

The World Wide Web (WWW) has now become a popular 

means for publishing printed materials in the open network domain. 

The WWW refers to the abstract cyberspace of information which is 

transmitted over the physical networks, such as the Internet. The 

WWW publishing works under a client-server model. A Web server 

is a program running on a server to serve documents to other 

computers or devices that send requests for the documents. A Web 
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client is a program that lets the user request documents from a server. 

To facilitate the downloading of printed materials, the contents of these 

documents are typically created in a form compatible with network 

transmission format. The documents sent by the server are in a 

hypertext language format. A popular hypertext language is the 

HyperText Markup Language (HTML) which is a fairly limited 

formatting language. 

To better serve the user, the server may want to display a 

dynamic menu on the viewing device when the viewing device is on- 

line. It is desirable that the user of the viewing device be able to select 

an item from this dynamic menu and that such selection would 

activate a dynamic action. 

Therefore, there is a need for a method to display and update a 

dynamic menu on the display screen of a viewing device when it is on- 

line with a server. 

STTMMARY OF THF INVENTION 

The present invention is a method for on-line displaying and 

updating a dynamic menu included in a page requested by a viewing 

device from a server. The dynamic menu has at least one item. The 

viewing device has a display screen and a menu function key for 

displaying a default menu when the viewing device is off-line. The 

method includes the following steps: (a) sending the page to the 

viewing device as a hypertext language code, the hypertext language 

code including a menu tag which specifies the dynamic menu; (b) 

receiving the page at the viewing device; (c) parsing the hypertext 

language code to identify the menu tag; (d) displaying the page on the 

display screen; (e) displaying the dynamic menu on the display screen 

when the menu function key is activated; and (f) performing a 
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dynamic action when one item of the dynamic menu is selected by an 

action of a user of the viewing device. 

The method further includes the steps of releasing the dynamic menu 

from the display screen if the page is dismissed by the user of the 

viewing device; and releasing the dynamic menu from the display 

screen if the dynamic action dismisses the dynamic menu. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating a system in which one 

embodiment of the invention can be practiced. 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the system of the present 

invention. 

Figures 3A and 3B are a flowchart illustrating one embodiment 

of the method of the present invention. 

Figures 4A and 4B are a flowchart illustrating a process to 

identify menu tag and its attributes in a hypertext language code. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a method for on-line displaying and 

updating a dynamic menu included in a page requested by a viewing 

device from a server. The method includes identifying the menu tags 

included in the hypertext language page, displaying the dynamic menu 

specified by the menu tags when the menu function key is activated, 

and performing dynamic action when an item of the dynamic menu is 

selected. 

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating a system 100 in which one 

embodiment of the invention can be practiced. 
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Referring to Figure 1, the system 100 comprises: (a) at least one 

portable electronic book 10 operative to request a digital content from a 

catalog of distinct digital contents, to receive and display the requested 

digital content in readable form; (b) an information services system 20 

which includes an authentication server 32 for authenticating the 

identity of the requesting portable electronic book 10 and a copyright 

protection server 22 for rendering the requested digital content sent to 

the requesting portable electronic book 10 readable only by the 

requesting portable electronic book 10; (c) at least one primary virtual 

bookstore 40 in electrical communication with the information 

services system 20, the primary virtual bookstore being a computer- 

based storefront accessible by the portable electronic book and including 

the catalog of distinct digital contents; and (d) a repository 50, in 

electrical communication with the primary virtual bookstore 40, for 

storing the distinct digital contents listed in the catalog. 

The system 100 preferably includes more than one portable 

electronic book 10, to be commercially viable. This is illustrated in 

Figure 1 by including the portable electronic books 12 and 14. The 

system also preferably includes more than one primary virtual 

bookstore 40, each serving a different set of customers, each customer 

owning a portable electronic book. 

The system 100 can further comprise a secondary virtual 

bookstore 60 in electrical communication with the information 

services system 20. In this case, the information services system 20 also 

includes a directory of virtual bookstores 26 in order to provide the 

portable electronic book 10 with access to the secondary virtual 

bookstore 60 and its catalog of digital contents. 

The information services system 20 can optionally include a 

notice board server for sending messages from one of the virtual 

BNSDOCID: <WO 0023884A1J_> 
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bookstores, primary or secondary, to a portable electronic book in the 

system. 

The information services system 20 also includes a registration 

server 24 for keeping track of the portable electronic books that are 

considered active accounts in the system and for ensuring that each 

portable electronic book is associated with a primary virtual bookstore 

in the system. In the case where the optional notice board server is 

included in the information services system 20, the registration server 

24 also allows each portable electronic book user to define his/her own 

notice board and document delivery address. 

The information services system 20 preferably comprises a 

centralized bookshelf 30 associated with each portable electronic book 

10 in the system. Each centralized bookshelf 30 contains all digital 

contents requested and owned by the associated portable electronic 

book 10. Each portable electronic book 10 user can permanently delete 

any of the owned digital contents from the associated centralized 

bookshelf 30. Since the centralized bookshelf 30 contains all the digital 

contents owned by the associated portable electronic book 10, these 

digital contents may have originated from different virtual bookstores. 

The centralized bookshelf 30 is a storage extension for the portable 

electronic book 10. Such storage extension is needed since the portable 

electronic book 10 has limited non-volatile memory capacity. 

The user of the portable electronic book 10 can add marks, such 

as bookmarks, inking, highlighting and underlining, and annotations 

on a digital content displayed on the screen of the portable electronic 

book, then stores this marked digital content in the non-volatile 

memory of the electronic book 10. The user can also upload this 

marked digital content to the information services system 20 to store it 

in the centralized bookshelf 30 associated with the portable electronic 
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book 10, for later retrieval. It is noted that there is no need to upload 

any unmarked digital content, since it was already stored in the 

centralized bookshelf 30 at the time it was first requested by the portable 

electronic book 10. 

The information services system 20 further includes an Internet 

Services Provider (ISP) 34 for providing Internet network access to each 

portable electronic book in the system. 

The electronic book 10 has persistent memory, such as a flash 

random-access-memory (RAM), to store the downloaded digital 

contents, a display screen to display the digital contents and a processor 

to control the display. An electronic book 10 has a function key or 

function icon to activate a default menu which is stored in its memory. 

The default menu is static, i.e., it does not change. The default menu is 

displayed any time the menu function key is activated, regardless of 

whether the viewing device is on-line or off-line. 

When practiced in the system 100 of Figure 1, the present 

invention allows the virtual bookstore to display a dynamic menu on 

the display screen of the electronic book 10 when the electronic book 10 

is on-line. The invention allows the user of the electronic book to 

select an item from this dynamic menu and allows a dynamic action to 

be performed upon such selection. 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the system of the present 

invention. The system includes a server 200 and a viewing device 210. 

The viewing device includes a display screen 220, a memory 240, and a 

processor 260. 

Figures 3A and 3B are a flowchart illustrating one embodiment 

of the method of the present invention. 

BNSOOCID: <WO 0023884A1_I_> 
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Referring to Figure 2 and Figure 3, the viewing device 210 

requests a page from the server 200 (Block 302). The server 200 then 

sends the requested page in a hypertext language format (Block 304). A 

menu tag and menu tag attributes, which specify a dynamic menu, are 

included in the hypertext language code. The viewing device 210 

receives the requested page (Block 306). 

The processor 260 parses the hypertext language code and 

identifies the menu tag and its attributes (Block 308). The processor 260 

informs the SMENUmodule of the identified menu tag attributes 

(Block 310). The SMENU module which resides in memory 240 is in 

charge of controlling display of the dynamic menu. The processor then 

displays the page without the dynamic menu (Block 320) and waits for 

the user action (Block 321). 

The processor determines whether the user activates the menu 

function key of the viewing device (Block 322). If the menu function 

key is not activated, then the processor determines whether the user 

dismisses the displayed page (Block 324). If so, the processor informs 

the SMENU module to release the dynamic menu (Block 334). 

If the menu function key is activated, then the processor triggers 

the SMENU module to display the dynamic menu. If the user selects 

an item on the dynamic menu (Block 328), the SMENU module 

performs a dynamic action as determined by the menu tag attributes 

corresponding to the selected item (Block 330). 

If the dynamic action dismisses the displayed page, then the 

processor informs the SMENU module to release the dynamic menu 

(Block 334). 

If the dynamic action does not dismiss the displayed page, then 

the processor waits for further user action (Block 321). 

3NSDOCID- <WO_ „     _ 0023864A1 I > 
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If the user does not select an item from the dynamic menu, then 

the processor determines whether the user dismisses the displayed 

page (Block 324). If so, the processor informs the SMENU module to 

release the dynamic menu (Block 334). 

Figures 4A and 4B are a flowchart illustrating a process to 

identify a menu tag and its attributes in a hypertext language code. 

The <MENU> tag allows the server to dynamically set the 

appearance and behavior of the soft menu on the viewing device. It 

can specify a known starting template menu to be used for that page 

and it may contain <MENUITEM> tags. The </MENU> tag indicates 

the end of the menu tag specification. 

The <MENUITEM> tags are contained in the <MENU> . . . 

</MENU> tag pairs. This allows the editing of the specific items in the 

dynamic menu (i.e., setting icons, commands, and parameters). Special 

attributes of this tag are: CMD, PARAM, PICTID. The CMD attribute 

sets a numeric command to execute. The PARAM attribute indicates 

any special parameters for the operation. The PICTID indicates which 

read-only memory (ROM)-based image to be used as icon for the 

specified menu item. 

Upon START, the process 400 determines if the hypertext 

language code contains a <MENU> tag (Block 402). If not, the process 

400 terminates. If there is a <MENU> tag, then the process 400 

determines if there is an ID attribute for the <MENU> tag (Block 404). 

If there is no ID attribute, then the process 400 assumes the ID to be the 

default menu ID (Block 406). 

If there is an ID for the <MENU> tag, then the process 400 

informs the SMENU module of this menu ID (Block 408). 

BNSDOCID: <WO 0023884A1 J_> 
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The process 400 then determines if the next tag is a 

<MENUITEM> tag (Block 410). If it is not, then the process 400 

determines if it is </MENU> which indicates the end of the menu tag 

specification (Block 412). If it is not </MENU>, then the process 400 

terminates in error (Block 413). If it is </MENU> then the process 400 

terminates normally (Block 403). 

If the tag next to the <MENU> tag is a <MENUTTEM> tag, then 

the process 400 determines if there is an ID attribute for the 

<MENUITEM> tag (Block 414). If there is no ID attribute, then the 

process 400 terminates in error (Block 415). 

If there is an ID attribute for the <MENUITEM> tag, then the 

process 400 sets the working menu-item ID (MID) to the value of this 

ID attribute (Block 416). 

The process 400 determines if there is a PICTID attribute for the 

<MENUITEM> tag (Block 418). If there is, then the process 400 informs 

the SMENU module of the identification of the image to be used for 

the identified menu-item (Block 420). 

The process 400 proceeds to determine if there is a CMD attribute 

for the <MENUITEM> tag (Block 422). If there is, then the process 400 

informs the SMENU module of the command number to be used for 

the identified menu-item (Block 424). 

The process 400 proceeds to determine if there is a PARAM 

attribute for the <MENUITEM> tag (Block 422). If there is, then the 

process 400 informs the SMENU module of the parameter to be used 

with the command for the identified menu-item (Block 428). 

The process 400 then determines if the next tag is a 

<MENUITEM> tag (Block 410) and continues as described above. 

1NSDOC1D:<WO nrwviAdAi i ^ 
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The following are examples of menu tags which specify dynamic 

menus in a hypertext language. 

<MENU ID= 123></MENU> means: switch to local menu 

having ID 123. 

<MENU><MENUITEM ID=1 CMD=2x/MENU> means: 

modify the first item of the default menu, setting its command to 2. 

<MENU ID=123xMENUITEM ID=2 CMD=2 PICTID=500 

P AR AM=''HREF: / / www. somemachine .com / orderform.html "></ ME 

NU> means: switch the menu to the local menu specified by ID 123, 

then change the second item in this local menu to have a command of 

2, with an HREF for its parameter. The item will be drawn with the 

local image specified by ID 500. 

While certain exemplary embodiments have been described in 

detail and shown in the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood 

that such embodiments are merely illustrative of and not restrictive on 

the broad invention, and that this invention is not to be limited to the 

specific arrangements and constructions shown and described, since 

various other modifications may occur to those with ordinary skill in 

the art. 

BNSDOCID: <WO 0023884A1J_> 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method for on-line displaying and updating a dynamic 

menu included in a page, the dynamic menu having at least one item, 

the page being requested by a viewing device from a server, the 

viewing device having a display screen and a menu function key for 

displaying a default menu when the viewing device is off-line, the 

method comprising: 

(a) sending the page to the viewing device as a hypertext 

language code, the hypertext language code including a menu tag, the 

menu tag specifying the dynamic menu; 

(b) receiving the page at the viewing device; 

(c) parsing the hypertext language code to identify the menu 

tag; 

(d) displaying the page on the display screen; 

(e) displaying the dynamic menu on the display screen when 

the menu function key is activated; and 

(f) performing a dynamic action when one item of the 

dynamic menu is selected by an action of a user of the viewing device. 

2. The method of Claim 1 further comprising: 

(g) releasing the dynamic menu from the display screen if the 

page is dismissed by the user of the viewing device; and 

(h) releasing the dynamic menu from the display screen if the 

dynamic action dismisses the dynamic menu. 

3. The method of Claim 1 wherein the menu tag has menu 

tag attributes. 
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4. The method of Claim 3 wherein the menu tag attributes 

include an identification attribute, the identification attribute having a 

value, the value identifying a local menu template which resides in a 

memory of the viewing device. 

5. The method of Claim 1 wherein the menu tag has a 

default identification attribute, the default identification attribute 

identifying the default menu which resides in a memory of the 

viewing device. 

6. The method of Claim 1 wherein the menu tag includes a 

menu-item tag, the menu-item tag having menu-item tag attributes 

specifying modifications to one item of the menu. 

7. The method of Claim 6 wherein the menu-item tag 

attributes include an item identification attribute, the item 

identification attribute having a value identifying one item of the 

menu. 

8. The method of Claim 7 wherein the menu-item tag 

attributes include a command attribute, the command attribute having 

a value specifying a command for the item identified by the item 

identification attribute value. 

9. The method of Claim 7 wherein the menu-item tag 

attributes include a picture identification attribute, the picture 

identification attribute having a value identifying an image residing in 

memory of the viewing device, the image being selected for drawing 

the item identified by the item identification attribute value. 
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10. The method of Claim 7 wherein the menu-item tag 

attributes include a parameter attribute, the parameter attribute having 

a value specifying a parameter of the item identified by the item 

identification attribute value. 

11. The method of Claim 1 wherein the viewing device is a 

portable electronic book. 

12. The method of Claim 1 wherein the server is a virtual 

bookstore. 

NSDOCID:<WO 0023884A1 I > 
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